
AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO
Using St. Augustine’s famous Confessions, this 
booklet recounts his wonderful journey from 
a life of sin and error to a life lived for Christ 
and his fellow Christians.  72 pages

COME TO THE CELEBRATION
This overview of the liturgical calendar 
shows us how it grounds us in the life of the 
Church, and how the liturgical seasons are 
opportunities for grace and growth.  112 pages

CORPORAL WORKS OF MERCY
This guide to the spiritual and practical 
matters that are asked of all Christians shows 
us how to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, 
house the homeless, and more. 112 pages

CATHOLICISM AND 
OTHER RELIGIONS
This shows what the Catholic Church intends 
by interfaith dialogue, as well as what she 
thinks of the truth of other religions.  68 pages

THE CALL TO EVANGELISE
Are you prepared to communicate the gospel 
to others? This booklet’s proposal for true 
intimacy with the person of Jesus is both 
highly instructive and encouraging.  68 pages

CREATION AND SCIENCE
An exploration of the creation of the universe 
and the arguments that have been brought 
into sharp focus by some of the cosmological 
arguments of today.  76 pages

CURÉ D’ARS (ST. JOHN VIANNEY)
An amazing account of how a simple man, 
without great expectations beyond saving 
souls, transformed an insignificant backwater 
parish in post-revolutionary France.  48 pages

THE CHRISTIAN FAITH
This mini-Catechism consists of a series of 
73 concise articles, which express the core 
ideas about a wide range of topics as they are 
found in the Catholic tradition.  100 pages

BOOKLET PRICING

1–4 booklets $2.00 per booklet

5–9 booklets $1.95 per booklet

10–24 booklets $1.85 per booklet

25–99 booklets $1.75 per booklet

100–249 booklets $1.50 per booklet

250–499 booklets $1.50 per booklet

500+ booklets $1.50 per booklet

Booklets
Together with Ignatius Press, the Augustine Institute offers 68 outstanding 

booklets produced by Catholic Truth Society, Chastity Project, Emmaus 
Road, the Knights of Columbus (see back page), Marian Press, and Miles 

Christi that are both rooted in Catholic teaching and tradition and are highly 
readable for Catholics and non-Catholics alike. These inexpensive, eye-

catching booklets all carry the Nihil Obstat and Imprimatur.



THE HOLY ROSARY
This ideal resource for families, parishes, 
and prayer groups includes Bible passages, 
a prayer, and a fruit for each of the twenty 
mysteries of the Rosary.  64 pages

THE MESSAGE OF ST. THÉRÈSE 
OF LISIEUX
This story of an unknown Carmelite nun who 
became a Doctor of the Church sets out what 
St. Thérèse called her Little Way.  48 pages

HOW TO DISCOVER YOUR VOCATION
This explanation of the Christian vocations 
of marriage, priesthood, and the permanent 
diaconate helps you to become clearer about 
where God is leading you.  96 pages

I THIRST
St. Faustina and Blessed Teresa of Calcutta 
share how, through sacrifice and prayer, they 
sought to satisfy Jesus’ thirst on the Cross for 
the salvation of souls.  76 pages

THE MESSAGE OF BERNADETTE
This classic text on what Bernadette has to 
teach us about suffering is reviewed in light of 
the teaching and experience of St. John Paul 
II and others.  64 pages

MERCY WORKS
This booklet gives great examples of people 
who have performed the works of mercy, and 
advice on how we can practice them in the 
21st century.  68 pages

MESSAGE OF GUADALUPE
In 1531, Our Lady appeared to St. Juan Diego 
and offered her help to the people from 
which he came. This booklet tells us about the 
message Our Lady has for us today.  52 pages

FATHER DAMIEN
The story of Fr. Damien de Veuster, a priest 
who left his mission parish to work among the 
lepers of Hawaii, becoming rejected for the 
rejected, a leper for the lepers.  76 pages

GALILEO: SCIENCE AND FAITH
An overview of the Galileo controversy and 
the subsequent development of the myth 
that the Catholic Church has always been the 
enemy of science.  72 pages

LENT WITH THE SAINTS
This collection of sayings and meditations 
dwells on the central Lenten themes of prayer, 
conversion, repentance, fasting, almsgiving 
and self-denial.  72 pages

MARIA GORETTI: TEENAGE MARTYR
When many parents and teenagers strive for a 
balanced view of sexuality and forgiveness to 
those who do irreparable harm, Maria’s story 
speaks powerfully.  36 pages

IS JESUS REALLY PRESENT IN 
THE EUCHARIST?
Using Scripture and Tradition, this readable 
and accessible text is a reasoned explanation 
of belief in the Real Presence.  64 pages

LENT: EASTER AWAITS US
Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI’s liberating 
insights into fasting, prayer, suffering, love, 
peace, sacrifice, hope, the Resurrection, and 
the life of the Holy Spirit.  80 pages

DIVINE MERCY EXPLAINED
This brief introduction to Divine Mercy covers 
the history and context of Divine Mercy, the 
essential elements of the devotion, and how 
you can live the message.  72 pages

THE DIVINE MERCY 
IMAGE EXPLAINED
These inspiring truths about the Divine Mercy 
Image show the key elements of the Image 
with remarkable depth and clarity.  72 pages

EXPLAINING ISLAM
An examination of the historical background 
of the rise of Islam that answers the most 
important questions about Islamic belief and 
practice from a Catholic perspective.  92 pages

THE DOOR OF MERCY
Drawing from Pope Francis’ biography, motto, 
interviews, homilies, and messages, this 
booklet explores the Jubilee of Mercy that 
was announced by Pope Francis.  80 pages

DEATH, WHERE IS YOUR STING?
We all will die. What meaning can we find in 
death? This question grabs us at a gut level. 
Its answer can be the difference between 
hope and despair.  72 pages



PURE MANHOOD
Straight answers to tough questions about 
women, dating, sexuality, and authentic 
masculinity, along with practical strategies to 
help young men grow in chastity.  64 pages

PURE WOMANHOOD
Every woman longs for love, but many have 
given up. With powerful testimony and blunt 
words of wisdom, this booklet restores hope 
and shows that real love is possible.  56 pages

PURGATORY: A MYSTERY OF LOVE
This engaging survey of Scripture, the Church 
Fathers, Christian history, distinguished 
writers, and the Catechism answers many 
questions about Purgatory.  68 pages

PREPARING FOR 
YOUR CHILD’S BAPTISM
An explanation of what Baptism is all about, 
and what it means for you and your child.
64 pages

SACRAMENTALS AND SIGNS
An overview of the sacred objects, actions, 
or words that possess a likeness to the 
sacraments and whose effects are obtained by 
the prayer of the Church.  88 pages

PURE LOVE
How far is too far? What if we really love each 
other? What about pornography? How do I 
say “no”? What about safe sex? Search no 
more. The answers are inside.  64 pages

POPE FRANCIS
The story of Jorge Mario Bergoglio’s journey 
from modest beginnings in Buenos Aires, 
through his formation in the Society of Jesus, 
and finally to the See of Peter.  56 pages

PRAYER BOOK FOR SPOUSES
These prayers and meditations support 
couples in the challenges and joys of married 
life, and encourages the love essential to the 
life of Christian spouses.  96 pages

SACRAMENTS: THE SEVEN SPIRITUAL 
WONDERS OF THE WORLD
An examination of the seven spiritual wonders 
of the Catholic world—also known as the 
seven Sacraments.  72 pages

SAINT THÉRÈSE OF LISIEUX
An introduction to the life of St Thérèse, her 
Little Way, and her importance in our journey 
of faith. Includes litanies, novenas, devotions 
and hymns.  48 pages

SCIENCE AND RELIGION
A proof that the widespread historical, 
philosophical and scientific claims of enmity 
between science and religion have very little 
basis in fact.  76 pages

POCKET CATHOLIC DICTIONARY
This pocket dictionary will help you 
communicate competently with a vigorous 
vocabulary and become literate in the rich 
language of the Catholic Church.  100 pages

PADRE PIO
The story of a priest who will forever be 
remembered for his holiness, his selfless 
ministry in the confessional, and his 
bilocations and stigmata.  80 pages

PIER GIORGIO FRASSATI
A keen sportsman and mountaineer with a 
great devotion to the Blessed Sacrament, 
Blessed Pier Giorgio stands as a great 
example of Christianity in action.  52 pages

OUR LADY, UNTIER OF KNOTS
A brief history of a German devotion that 
Pope Francis spread throughout Argentina 
when he was Archbishop of Buenos Aires. 
Includes prayers and a novena.  40 pages

A NEW HOSPITAL PRAYER BOOK
This popular prayer book, now revised 
and improved, offers well-loved prayers, 
meditations, and encouragement for those in 
the hospital.  84 pages

MILES CHRISTI PRAYER BOOK
This guide is helpful for preparing for Mass, 
praying a morning offering before starting 
your day, making your Holy Hour more fruitful, 
and more.  76 pages

MOTHER TERESA
An overview of Mother Teresa’s life of service 
and openness to God—from her care for the 
dying in the streets of Calcutta to her defense 
of the unborn.  80 pages



UNDERSTANDING CATHOLIC 
TEACHING ON THE BLESSED 
VIRGIN MARY
An exploration of the meaning behind the 
four Marian dogmas.  96 pages

WAY OF THE CROSS
Meditations on the Stations of the Cross, 
accompanied by breathtaking images of the 
outdoor, life-size Stations on Eden Hill at the 
National Shrine of the Divine Mercy.  80 pages

A WAY OF LIFE FOR 
YOUNG CATHOLICS
Practical, down-to-earth advice on many 
aspects of daily life, whether spiritual, moral, 
emotional, or vocational.  108 pages

WAYS OF FORGIVENESS
An inspiring and practical guide that shows us 
what sin is, how it affects our lives, and how 
the Sacrament of Reconciliation can heal us 
from its effects.  48 pages

SPIRITUAL WORKS OF MERCY
This overview of the seven interconnected 
spiritual works of mercy show us how we can 
respond fully to God’s goodness towards us.
60 pages

THE STATIONS OF THE CROSS: 
THE WAY OF DIVINE MERCY
These classic reflections on Christ’s passion by 
St. Alphonsus are enriched by a word on the 
value of the Way of the Cross.  52 pages

WHAT CATHOLICS BELIEVE
Answers to questions about marriage and 
family life, faith, whether God exists, the truth 
of the Gospels, justice and peace in the world, 
and more.  72 pages

WHAT HAPPENED AT FATIMA
A description of the six apparitions of the 
Blessed Virgin to the children at Fatima and 
the subsequent apparitions to Sister Lucia in 
Pontevedra and Tuy.  88 pages

WHO IS THE DEVIL?
An overview of the homilies, speeches and 
writings in which Pope Francis has exorted 
the faithful to counter the devil’s activity with 
vigilance, prayer, and mercy.  48 pages

WHY PILGRIMAGE?
This booklet gives insights, inspiration, and 
ideas for anyone contemplating a pilgrimage. 
It also highlights some popular and not so 
well known pilgrim destinations.  92 pages

WHY GO TO MASS?
Based on the Catechism, this is a beautiful 
summary of the meaning of the Mass and 
the powerful reasons why it holds the central 
position in the Church.  32 pages

SPIRITUAL WARFARE
This booklet enlightens the ongoing struggle 
against temptation by searching the wisdom 
of the scriptures. It gives hope to everyone 
that Christ is always by our side.  64 pages

AMOR PURO (Pure Love)
How far is too far? What if we really love each 
other? What about pornography? How do I 
say “no”? What about safe sex? Search no 
more. The answers are inside.  76 pages

WHY GO TO CONFESSION?
This simple, practical guide to the practice 
and benefits of Confession will help us 
appreciate it more, and may encourage us to 
reconsider its many benefits.  48 pages

STATIONS OF THE CROSS 
WITH POPE FRANCIS
A deeply prayerful journey along the Via 
Dolorosa along with valuable insight into the 
mind and heart of Pope Francis.  72 pages

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
Discover the Ten Commandments anew in 
this contemporary catechesis based on the 
Catechism of the Catholic Church.
51 pages

SEXUALITY AND LOVE
An overview of some of the most difficult 
questions. This booklet shows how Christianity 
offers real freedom, rather than placing 
unreasonable limits on our behavior.  48 pages

SERVING TWO MASTERS
An exploration of why the Church has for 
centuries forbidden participation in the secret 
society of Freemasons.
65 pages



FEMINIDAD PURA (Pure Womanhood)
Every woman longs for love, but many have 
given up. With powerful testimony and blunt 
words of wisdom, this booklet restores hope 
and shows that real love is possible.  60 pages

MASCULINIDAD PURA (Pure Manhood)
Straight answers to tough questions about 
women, dating, sexuality, and authentic 
masculinity, along with practical strategies to 
help young men grow in chastity.  80 pages

ALL ABOUT ANGELS
A summary of the Scriptural basis and 
Catholic theology regarding angels.
28 pages

BAPTISM AND CONFIRMATION
Sometimes Catholics are criticized for 
baptizing infants. This booklet explains 
why the Church encourages the practice of 
baptizing and confirming the youth.  28 pages

THE EARLY CHURCH
The continuity of Catholic belief up through 
today is demonstrated through this overview 
of core Catholic doctrines through the lens of 
the early Church Fathers.  40 pages

THE HOLY SPIRIT
This lesson shows why it is better that Jesus 
went away and that the Holy Spirit has come 
to us, as well as the difference that the Holy 
Spirit makes in our lives.  28 pages

HUMAN NATURE AS THE BASIS 
FOR MORALITY
A discussion of natural law, human destiny, 
conscience, free will, love, emotions, and 
legal freedom.  28 pages

Booklets from THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
These items fit only into the Knights of Columbus PowerPack or the NGK Deluxe 

Pamphlet Module. All Knights of Columbus booklets sell for $5.00 per 5-pack.

THE FORGIVENESS OF SINS
An explanation of the meaning and 
implications of sin and the reality of God’s 
forgiveness, and the importance of sharing 
the gift of forgiveness.  28 pages

THE GIFTS OF THE HOLY 
SPIRIT ACCORDING TO 
ST. THOMAS AQUINAS
A discussion of the gifts of the Holy Spirit in 
the life of the Virgin Mary.  44 pages

BECOMING A REAL MAN OF GOD
An exploration of the life of manly virtue, 
along with suggestions for reclaiming 
authentic masculinity as it is subtlely 
degraded by modern society.  28 pages

THE EUCHARIST: SACRAMENT 
AND SACRIFICE
Fr. Dimock addresses basic truths about 
the Eucharist, including transubstantiation, 
sacrifice, and the Real Presence.  28 pages

THE LORD’S PRAYER
A methodical review and analysis of each 
part of this “perfect prayer”, which was given 
to all the faithful by Jesus Christ himself.
28 pages

INTRODUCTION TO 
THE SACRAMENTS
An analysis of what is meant when the 
Church defines a sacrament as “a sacred sign 
instituted by Christ to give grace”.  24 pages

IS THERE A GOD?
An explanation of how reason—unaided by 
revelation—can bring us to some knowledge 
about God.  28 pages

THE LIFE EVERLASTING
An explanation of the elements of the 
Catholic belief in eternal life through Christ, 
along with a description of the realities of 
heaven, hell, and purgatory.  24 pages

GOD’S STORY OF CREATION
Writing to both believers and non-believers, 
Fr. Vawter explains the the first eleven 
chapters of Genesis, and how there is no 
conflict between science and Faith.  64 pages



Booklets from THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS (cont.)

PRAYER TIME: A COLLECTION OF 
CATHOLIC PRAYERS
A collection of devotional prayers for families 
and individuals, including the Magnificat, the 
Memorare, and more.  64 pages

THE RESURRECTION OF THE BODY
An explanation of the Catholic perspective of 
death. Christ transforms that experience by 
linking it to himself through his resurrection, 
or rising from the dead.  20 pages

ST. JOSEPH: OUR FATHER IN FAITH
This discussion of St. Joseph as a “man of 
faith” and “the just man” provides a timely 
reflection on St. Joseph as a model for all 
Christians.  36 pages

WHAT CATHOLICS SHOULD KNOW 
ABOUT ISLAM
An overview of the origins and early history 
of Islam, as well as some of the central 
beliefs and practices of Muslims.  52 pages

SOME FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES 
OF CATHOLIC MORALITY
An explanation of the morality of human 
actions, the three universal moral rules, and 
the function of our conscience.  20 pages

MARY, THE MOTHER OF GOD
This overview of Mary as the mother of God 
covers her Immaculate Conception, her 
perpetual virginity, and her Assumption 
into Heaven.  48 pages

MARY
An explanation of Mary’s exalted role within 
the Church, along with a review of some of 
the titles that express her exemplary faith.
36 pages

augustineinstitute.org/booklets
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